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INTRODUCTION 
Corliss (l95te) suggests that Antony Van Leeuwenhoek. may have 
observed a species of Tetrahymena in 16t6; at least one of his earliest 
descriptions seems to fit some small ciliate in -what is known as the 
Colpid.ium-GlauGoma~Iieucophiys-Tetrahymena group. It is impossible to 
make any definite statements about the early reports referring to 
Tetrahymena since Corliss (l95^a) states that it has been allocated, in 
its past history to more than five genera under some 15 specific names. 
The full name for the organism used in this study, according to Corliss 
(1953), should be Tetrahymena pyriformis (Ehrenberg, l830) Lwoff, 19^T 
following petition for approval from the International Commission on 
Zoological Nomenclature. 
Corliss (l95^b) recognized, over 500 papers dealing with the genus 
Tetrahymena, written in eight different languages and. distributed in more 
than 100 journals. Many more papers have been added to that list in the 
past IT years by the cell biologists, geneticists, physiologists, bio­
chemists, morphologists, and general biologists who have studied., more 
specifically, wriformis. 
The popularity of T. pyriformis as a research organism is in part 
due to its adaptability to numerous laboratory experiments. Lwoff (1923) 
made a major contribution to the domestication of ÇÇ» wriformis when he 
isolated, a strain of "Glaucoma piriformis" in a non-particulate, axenic 
medium. This historic feat has made possible a seemingly endless series 
of investigations in cell physiology and biochemistiy, 
Lwoff's isolation of pyriformis in axenic conditions was 
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surpassed, only "by the efforts of the many individuals who strived to 
develop a chemically defined synthetic medium in which to grow T. 
pyriformis. Kidder and his associates are responsible, more than anyone 
else, for working out the amino acid and vitamin requirements for the 
organism. It was Seaman (1952) and Slater (1952), however, who inde­
pendently achieved success in growing 2» pyriformis in a totally defined 
chemical synthetic medium. The organism was then available for refined 
biochemical studies. Regarding the development of a totally defined 
chemical synthetic medium Elliott (1959) stated, "This was a landmark in 
nutrition because no 'animal' had been grown on a diet in which every 
molecule was known." There ceun be little doubt that the growth of 
Tetrahymena in defined medium is the primaiy reason for the popularity 
of the organism in many research laboratories today. 
Elliott and Gruchy (1952) and Elliott and Nanney (1952) reported 
conjugation in Tetrahymena, and their findings led to increased research 
in the genetics and cytogenetics of this ciliate. Study of Tetrahymena 
in so many areas has made the advantages of using the organism apparent. 
Tetrahymena is rapidly becoming as well-known to protozoologists through­
out the world as Paramecium and Amoeba. The Biology of Tetrahymena (in 
press by Appleton-Century-Crofts, New York), edited by A. M. Elliott will 
soon take its rightful place with such publications as The Genus Euglena 
by Gojdies (1953), The Biology of Paramecium by Wichterman (1953), and 
The Biology of Stentor by Tartar (I961). 
It is ironic that an organism so widely studied by protozoologists, 
cellular biologists, cell physiologists and electron microscopists 
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continues to reveal new infowaation when used for experimental purposes. 
Prior to this work, an area of study that has teen conçletely neglected 
in T. pyriformis is the relationship of the cytoplasmic granules that 
stain vitally with neutral red to the intracellular digestion of the 
organism. Studies of this type on pyriformis are conspicuous "by their 
complete absence when a comparison is made to similar studies conducted 
on Amoeba proteus and Paramecium caudatum. 
Lack of information on neutral red granules in Tetrahymena led to 
the initiation of this study. At various times in the past, investi­
gators have suggested that the neutral red granules in protozoa actually 
represent cytoplasmic "bodies containing hydro lytic enzymes and this 
study is an attempt to relate neutral red stained granules in the 
cytoplasm of Tetrahymena to the mechanisms of intracellular digestion. 
Intracellular metabolism is universal throughout all levels of the 
plant and animal kingdoms, and results obtained in this study may be 
significant in many organisms other than the protozoa. This study was 
primarily concerned with the old question of whether neutral red granules 
penetrate the food vacuoles in protozoa, and with the morphological nature 
of the neutral red granule at the fine structural level. No other publi­
cations on the relationship of neutral red granules to digestion in 
Tetrahymena were found at the initiation of this work in 1966 and this 
remains true at the completion of this study. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Neutral Red Granules 
Neutral red stainable inclusions in the cytoplasm and near the food 
vacuoles of Paramecium caudatum were first reported by Prowazek (l897). 
Numerous studies since that time have related intracellular enzyme 
activity in protozoa to the process of digestion within the food vacuoles. 
Kitching (1956) described many of these studies in a review of food 
vacuoles and devoted considerable discussion to the numerous studies on 
neutral red granules. 
The granules stainable with neutral red have long been associated 
with digestive enzymes. Prowazek (l897) termed these neutral red stain­
able inclusions "Fermentrâger," but he did not attempt to explain how the 
enzymes gain access to the food vacuoles. Nirenstein (1905) stated that 
in P. caudatum the neutral red inclusions entered the food vacuoles during 
the acid phase of digestion. His work was supported by that of Rees 
(1922). Fortner (1926) and Muller (1932) reported the penetration of food 
vacuoles by neutral red granules in P. caudatum. MacLennon (l9^l) » who 
used the vital staining technique on numerous species- of protozoa, 
demonstrated that vitally stained granules actually pass into the food 
vacuoles of many protozoa. 
Several investigators have failed to observe the penetration of food 
vacuoles by neutral red granules. Mast (l9l«^7) specifically stated that 
one vacuole he observed in P. caudatum "throughout practically its 
entire existence" was never penetrated by a neutral red granule. Hall and 
Dunihue (l93l) reported no relationship between neutral red granules and 
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food vacuoles in Vorticella sp. cougar able to that reported in P_. 
caudatum. Hall and Alvey (1933) made no mention, of neutral red granules 
penetrating the food vacuoles in Colpidium colpoda. Adherence of neutral 
red granules to vacuoles was not observed by Hall and Nigrelli (1937) in 
Paramecium bursaria» One of the most recent reports dealing with 
neutral red granules and food vacuoles in protozoa is that of Rosenbaum 
and Wittner (1962). In their statements concerning several hundred 
organisms, Rosenbaum and Wittner report that "at no time were neutral 
red granules ever seen to actually enter the food vacuole or to sub­
sequently appear within the vacuoles of healthy animals." 
Koehring (l930) suggested that neutral red reached the inside of 
the vacuoles through the "canalicular system" of Cosmovici (1933). Since 
the entire "canalicular" theory of Cosmovici has been refuted by many 
workers, it follows that one must accept the theory suggested by Koehring 
with some reservation* The reports by Hall (1929) on Feranema 
trichophorum refutes the "canalicular" theory in that neutral red 
granules are present in the cytoplasm even though trichophorum is 
primarily autotrophic. Hall (l93l) reported that neutral red granules 
do not collect on the surface of the food vacuoles and apparently do not 
penetrate the food vacuoles in Stylonychia sp. He again refuted the 
suggestion ol Koehring that neutral red enters the cells only along the 
route normally taken by food particles since he observed neutral red 
granules in ^viding foims of Stylonychia sp« in which feeding activities 
had apparentIjy stopped* Mast and Doyle (1935) categorized neutral red 
granules in Amoeba proteus into two groups, one type in the cytoplasm 
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and another type within the food vacuole, but they make no mention of 
passage from one form to another. 
Cytochemistry of Cytoplasmic Granules 
Until the last decade there were very few cytochemical studies on 
the composition of the cytoplasmic granules in protozoa. One cyto-
chemical procedure that was commonly employed did provide consistent 
results and was commonly accepted by early workers. Granules that stain 
with neutral red are known to blacken if exposed to osmium tetroxide 
(OsO|j^) vapors. Once they turn black, the granules cannot be de stained 
with hydrogen peroxide. The latter characteristic separates them from 
the mitochondria which also blacken upon exposure to OsO^ vapors but 
can be reversibly bleached by exposure to hydrogen peroxide. This 
staining phenomenon is apparently universal in that it has been observed 
not only in protozoa but in plant cells by Dangeard (1918) and metazoan 
cells by Parat (1928). Early workers used a variety of methods in their 
OsO^ imprégnation. Bowen (1928) discussed in detail more than five 
accepted methods of OsO^ inçregnation in a review article. 
More recently, localization of digestive enzymes by cytochemical 
technique has become a common practice. Gomori (1952) added inçetus to 
this field when he authored a book dealing with principles and practice 
of microscopic histochemistry. Acid phosphomonoesterase activity has 
been studied in Trichonympha turkestancia by El Mofty (1957), and 
Rosenbaum and Wittner (19^2) studied this group of enzymes in- 2* 
caudatum. In T_« "pyriformis acid phosphatase localization has been, 
studied by Elliott and Hunter (1951), Seaman (l9^1a), Elliott and Bak 
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(196U), Klamer and Fennell (1963), Elliott (1965), Elliott and demons 
(1966), Elliott and Zieg (1968), and Levy and Elliott (I968). Other 
workers have studied many other enzymes and the ultrastructure of T, 
pyriformis but their results are "beyond the scope of this paper. For 
further information on the enzyme activity and ultrastructure in 
pyriformis, a review is forthcoming in The Biology of Tetrahymena (in 
press by Appleton-Century-Crofts, New York), edited by A. M. Elliott, 
For a good review of acid phosphatase activity, not only in protozoa but 
in several plant and animal representatives, there is a conçrehensive 
article by deDuve and Wattiaux (1966). 
In many of the studies of enzyme activity, an attençt has been made 
to identify the activity with feeding or the mechanism of digestion iu 
protozoa. The relation of neutral red to this phenomenon has been almost 
entirely disregarded in recent years. Rosenbaum and Wittner (1962) 
attempted to delineate the cytochemical (Characterization of neutral red 
granules in P, caudatum by indirect procedures. They succeeded in showing 
a positive correlation, under various experimental conditions, between the 
neutral red granules and granules which were positive for the acid phos­
phatase reaction when treated according to the method of Gomori (1952). 
This same procedure produced a negative correlation when the workers com­
pared neutral red granule distribution to enzymes such as aminopeptidase, 
^ -glucuronidase, and non-specific esterases. The only other literature 
that reports an attempt to correlate neutral red granules with specific 
organelles is that of Koenig (1965) on rat renal nephrons and neurons. 
Other than the attempts by Rosenbaum and Wittner (1962) and Koenig (1965), 
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investigators make on.3y suggestions that the neutral red granules actually 
represent qytoplasmic bodies containing hydrolytic enzymes» The close 
association between the two organelles, as revealed from these varied 
studies, suggests that the function of the neutral red granules is in 
some way related to digestion within the food vacuoles* 
Vacuole Formation and Digestion 
Numerous descriptions of food vacuole formation in protozoa have 
been written by Nirenstein (1905), Bees (1922), Hall (1929), Koehring 
(1930), Cosmovici (1933), Mast and Doyle (1935), MacLennon (I94l) and 
Mast (19^7). A good review of the early work on food vacuoles and 
nutrition in protozoa was written by Hall (196t). 
In the past two decades, protozoologists have attenqpted to describe 
the biochemical processes involved in addition to the mechanism of food 
vacuole formation. Millier and Rohlich (1961), Millier and Toro (1962), 
and Millier, Rohlich, and Toro ( 1965) have made major contributions to 
the study of food vacuoles and protozoan nutrition in Paramecium and 
Tetrahymena» By numerous short-term observaticns they have been able to 
categorize food vacuole formation, digestion, and egestion into four 
separate intervals. They have elucidated the sequence of events through 
which a food vacuole passes during its existence and described the time 
intervals of the events in terms of stages. During Stage I, which lasts 
about five minutes, a young food vacuole is characterized by the absence 
of acid phosphatase activity. During Stage II enzyme activity spears at 
the periphery in a granular form for about 1 1/2 minutes. A hig^ level 
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of enzyme activity is inaintained throughout Stage III, Since the total 
time from vacuole formation to egestion is approximately 60 to 90 
minutes, by far the largest part of the vacuoles time is spent in Stage 
III, Stage IV is referred to as the egesticax stage. 
Levy (1967), Levy and Hunt (1967), Levy and Elliott (1968), and 
Levy, Gollon, and Elliott (1969) have attempted to clarify the pathways 
involved in the conversion of cytoplasmic molecules and organelles from 
one form to another. They have demonstrated that starving cells of 
2, pyriformis reach a low level of lipid reserve at 9 hours of stai^ 
vat ion and that carbohydrate reserves are low by 8 hours of starvation. 
Acid phosphatase showed a net decrease in quantity, but specific activity 
remained relatively constant during these studies. 
Synchronous Division 
The rhythmic formation of food vacuoles observed in this study is 
related to synchronous cell division in the cultures. Synchronized 
division in cultures of T, pyriformis has been acconçlished by numerous 
experimental methods. The heat-shock, synchronization method was first 
described by Scherbaim and Zeuthen (195^), Although Scherbaum and 
Zeuthen are given credit by most authors as the first workers to induce 
synchronized division in T, pyriformis. synchronization was reported 
earlier when Browning, Brittain, and Bergendahl (1952) reported a 
synchronized "burst" in Tetrahymena geleii immediately subsequent to 
inoculation in fresh medium, 
James and Read (195T) described the effects of incubation temperature 
on cell size in cultures of pyriformis. This work also indicates a 
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generation time of approximately 4 hours for cultures of T. pyriformis 
grown at 25 C in 500 ml Erlenmeyer flasks containing 150 ml of proteose 
peptone medium. 
Corbett (196U) demonstrated, that synchronously dividing cultures 
of T. -pyriformis are obtainable from the supernatant of cultures centri-
fuged at 550 for 6 minutes. This work indicated the presence of a 
synchronized portion of the population even though the population was 
not entirely synchronized. Hamburger and Zeuthen (1957) had previously 
shown that cells synchronized by heat-shock would remain in synchrony for 
at least three cycles following their resuspension in a saline solution. 
The work of Corbett takes on more meaning when considered in the light of 
the statement made by Campbell (1957) in a review of synchronization of 
cell division in which he stated., "The growth of a population which is 
the aggregate of all these clones is balanced over aititrary time inter­
vals , because events in different clones are not in phase with each 
other." Campbell stressed that there may be synchrony within a clone 
without it appearing in a total population. 
The cultures originally synchrcsaized, by the heat-shock method of 
Scherbaum and Zeuthen remained, in synchrony for only three major cycles 
after which they began to return to the asynchronous condition. Padilla 
and Cameron (196U) increased the length of time a culture of 2» 
•pyrifoimis could be held in synchronous division. They demonstrated that 
repetitive synchrony can be ind.uced in Tetrahymena by the use of tenper-
ature cyclings within its physiological range coupled with conditions 
of continuous culture. 
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A procedure for the synchronization of Tetrahymena cell division 
based upon control of the partial pressure of oxygen in the culture 
flask wai5 reported by Rooney and Eiler (1967)» By alternate exposure 
to noimal growth conditions and hypoxic shock, these investigators 
closely reproduced the results obtained by Scherbaum and Zeuthen in 
heat-shock treated cultures. Cells synchronized by thermal shock 
increased in size while those treated with hypoxic shock were not 
gre:atly altered. 
Mille and Ehret (1968) produced synchronized division in 2» 
pyriformis by a sudden increase in irradiance or by a sudden decrease 
in irradiance. In their work they obtained positive results only if 
light transition occurred after some critical time in the late 
exponential growth phase. 
Stone (1968) acconïilished synchronization of Tetrahymena cultures 
by first inhibiting their normal mitosis with Vinblastine sulfate 
(Eli Lilly and Cong any. Inc.) followed by removal of the inhibitor by 
washing. Wunderlich and Peyk (1969) induced synchronous division in T. 
pyriformis by inhibiting division with colchicine and Colcemid. The cells 
entered a synchronous division burst by a phenomenon referred to by the 
author as "endogenous recovery." Biis experimental procedure differs 
from the work of Stone in which the inhibitor. Vinblastine, had to be 
removed from the culture medium to induce division. 
The most recent report of synchronous cell division in %. pyriformis 
is that of Cameron and Jeter (19T0). Biey were able to induce syndirony 
in dividing cells by subjecting the cultures to 2k hours of starvation. 
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Following starvation and the return to a normal growth medium, the 
cultures divided synchronously after 4 hours of feeding. 
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MATERIALS MD METHODS 
Growth and Starvation Conditions 
The sexually active strain of Tetrahymena pyriformis, variety 1, 
mating type I, was used througliout this investigation. The original 
culture was provided in 1966 through the courtesy of Dr. Alfred M. Elliott, 
Department of Zoology, University of Mchigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Unless 
otherwise noted, the cells were grown axenically for 12 hours at 25 C 
in 500 ml Erlenmeyer flasks containing 100 ml of proteose peptone medium 
as described by Elliott and Hayes (1953). The original medium, which 
contained no glucose, was modified by the addition of 1 gm of glucose per 
liter and the usual 0.1 gm of yeast extract was increased to 1 gm per 
liter of medium. In the modified medium the culture reached the late 
log growth phase at approximately 72 hours at 25 C. 
When conditions related to starvation were under investigaticn, 
72-hour cultures were axenically washed from the culture medium and 
resuspended in a sterile inorganic buffer solution first described by 
Dryl (1959) and referred to throughout this dissertation as Dryl's solu­
tion, Washing was accomplished by dispensing the cultures in the peptone 
medium into 50 ml centrifuge tubes and concentrating the cells into a soft 
pellet in a clinical-type centrifuge operated for 3 minutes at a speed 
sufficient to produce I60 The supernatant of proteose peptone was 
decanted and the cells re suspended in the centrifuge tubes by the addition 
of Diyl's solution. If the cells in the pellet were not immediately 
resuspended by the addition of Dryl's solution the centrifuge tubes were 
gently agitated with a vortex mixer. The cultures were centrifuged and 
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resuspended in Diyl's solution three times to insure conçlete removal 
of all nutrient growth medium. The cells were then resuspended in 200 ml 
of Dryl's solution and returned to specially designed vessels in the 25 C 
incubator. 
Special containers (Fig. l) and procedures were necessary for star­
vation studies to make certain that the ci liâtes obtained after washing 
were kept in a medium completely free of available nutrient materials. 
Since the active cells are negatively geotropic they remained near the 
surface of the inorganic solution above the standpipe where no food 
material was available but where they could be drawn from the vessel for 
further experimentation as needed. Even dying cells or cells injured in 
centrifugation, which would normally be used as food by active ciliates, 
settled to the bottcm of the containers and were unavailable as food for 
the active cells. Starved cells were removed by means of the pinch cock 
and tube fitted to the bottom of the vessels ; this caused very little 
agitation within the containers and prevented resuspension of the dead 
cells and particulate matter which settled on the bottom. 
Neutral Red Staining and Acid Phosphatase Localization 
The neutral red stain used in this study was Toluylene Red, C. I. 
number 825. It was obtained as a dark green powder but produced a red 
color when dissolved in either alcohol or water. The technical name for 
neutral red is amino dime thy laminot oluaminozine hydrochloride. It has a 
molecular weight of 288.78, chemical formula of and a 
molecular structure as follows; 
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Figure 1. Special vessels for the starvation of 2» pyrifoimis. 
Dead cells and cellular debris settled to the bottom of the containers. 
Active ci liâtes that remained near the surface above the stanc^ipe were 
drawn out of the containers by releasing the pinchcocks. 
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Several methods of staining with neutral red were ençloyed by-
previous workers. All of the cells treated with neutral red in this 
work were stained in a centrifuge tube. A 6 ml sample of cells was 
drawn from the culture into a 15 ml centrifuge tube. A Pasteur pipette 
was used to add 2 drops (0.07% ml) of 0.3% (w/v) aq.ueous neutral red to 
the tubes. The contents of the tubes were gently mixed with a vortex 
mixer and then set aside. After 3 minutes the medium and stain in 
which the ci liâtes were suspended was removed. The remaining cells were 
rinsed three times in Dryl's solution according to the procedure 
described earlier for removing proteose peptone medium prior to starva­
tion. The end result of this staining process was a large number of 
cells with well-stained neutral red inclusions suspended in a medium 
completely free of any neutral red stain. When large numbers of cells 
were required for investigation, 50 ml of culture was placed in a 50 ml 
centrifuge tube and 12 to l6 drops (0.4kb to 0.592 ml) of 0.5% (w/v) 
aqueous neutral red added. Healthy stained cultures were maintained, 
for periods up to 7 days and all patterns of feeding, reproduction, and 
locomotion appeared normal. 
For acid phosphatase localization the ciliâtes were treated 
according to the method originally described by Gomori (1952) as modified 
"by Elliott and Zieg (1968), Controls for this procedure were maintained 
by eliminating the glycerophosphate substrate. 
Pood Vacuole Formation 
The starved cells used in feeding experiments were obtained in the 
same manner as those used for the starvation studies. To study food . 
vacuole formation, the starved ciliâtes were removed from Dryl's solution 
and mixed with eq.ual q.uantities of "food." For most experiments the 
"food" was the same proteose peptone medium used for growth of the 
cultures; however, in the experiments dealing with the rate of food 
vacuole formation the "food" was a 1.25% (v/v) aqueous India ink solution. 
To deteimine the rate of food vacuole formation, cells were washed 
and placed in vessels for starvation. Samples were drawn from the con­
tainer at 1-hour intervals for 28 hours and were then mixed in a ratio 
of 1:1 with India ink in a Coming deep depression slide which had been 
thermally equilibrated in a 25 C incubator prior to use. After 15 minutes 
the cells were removed from the depression slide and immediately fixed 
with 2% gluteraldehyde solution at U C. The fixed cells were then placed 
on a slide which had quadrants etched upon the surface. A microscope with 
a 40x bright field objective was used to observe the cells in ten of the 
randomly selected quadrants. The total ntunber of cells and vacuoles in 
each quadrant was counted and the mean number of vacuoles for each of the 
ten quadrants was recorded. Cells were then photographed using a 35 mm 
camera mounted by a bellows attachment to the camera tube of the micro­
scope, In addition to fixed specimens, living cells were also studied 
thoroughly and photographed. 
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To study the fusion of neutral red granules with newly formed food 
vacuoles» the ciliates were first starved until devoid of all food 
vacuoles formed prior to starvation. Throughout this experiment care was 
taken to prevent the contamination of the cultures or depression slides 
with any extraneous matter that might he stained by neutral red. After 
10 to 12 hours of starvation the cells were stained with neutral red. By 
starving the cells prior to staining, cells were obtained containing 
neutral red granules hut completely lacking food vacuoles. These starved 
cells containing neutral red granules, but lacking food vacuoles, were 
mixed with proteose peptone medium which was then incorporated into the 
cells in newly formed vacuoles. The relationship between food vacuoles 
and neutral red granules was then studied and photographed. During this 
experiment, samples of the feeding cells were placed on slides and 
covered with cover slips which were completely sealed to the slides with 
loalted beeswax. Wet mounts prepared in the described manner allowed for 
continued observation for 2 to b hours. 
Statistical analysis of the data concerning food vacuole formation 
was carried out according to methods of Arkin and Colton (1939) and 
Snedecor (1956). Three trials of the experiment to determine time of 
vacuole formation and the number of vacuoles formed were compiled for 
analysis. The means, modes, and standard deviations were all computed 
from this compiled data according to the methods of Snedecor (1956). 
The Student's jk test was employed to determine whether a significant 
difference existed between the means of the 28 samples. Analysis was 
made between means of consecutive sançles and between means of saaçles 
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located at peaks and depressions of food vacuole formation. A model 
suggested "by Arkin and Colt on (1939) for linear regression and co­
efficient of correlation was used to determine whether a significant 
correlation existed between all of the means and the respective modes 
derived from the experimental data. 
Electron Microscope Observations 
Specimens were prepared for observation with the electron microscope 
according to accepted standard procedure. Cells starved for 10 to 12 
hours were concentrated into soft pellets with a centrifuge and 
immediately fixed with 3% gluteraldehyde for 20 minutes or 1% OsO^ for 
30 minutes. Control cells were occasionally fixed in a combination of 
both gluteraldehyde and OsO^ as a safeguard against artifacts induced by 
fixation. Thé cells were rinsed three times for 30 minutes each in a 
phosphate buffer at pH 7,3. An alcohol series of 25, 50, 70, 95, and 
100% ethyl alcohol, for 5 minutes each, was used to dehydrate the cells. 
The method described by Luft (1961) was used to embed the cells in Epon 
812. 
Following polymerization of the Epon 812, the embedded specimens 
were sectioned with glass knives made on a IKB 780lA Knifemaker and 
mounted on a LKB 8800A Ultrotcme III. Only sections within the range of 
60 to 100 nanometers (nm) were picked up on 150 mesh Formvar coated copper 
grids. Sections were stained with methanolic uranyl acetate or uranyl 
acetate followed by lead citrate according to Reynolds (1963). Prepared 
specimens were examined with an RCA Model EMU-3F electron microscope at 
5OKV. 
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RESULTS 
Food Vacuole Formation. 
Some initial studies were made to determine the times at which 
2» pyriformis most actively form food vacuoles. It was easily demon­
strated that cells removed from proteose peptone culture medium and 
placed in sterile Dryl's solution would void themselves of all proteose 
peptone food vacuoles in less than 4 hours. Cells returned to proteose 
peptone medium or India ink at random times following starvation did not 
always readily form new vacuoles. To determine the time at which food 
vacuoles were most actively formed, a series of experiments was designed 
to observe food vacuole formation in organisms of a starving culture at 
1-hour intervals for 28 hours. The time at which the cells were removed 
from the proteose peptone medium by washing was designated 0-hour of 
starvation. After the cultures had been washed free of the proteose 
peptone medium and re suspended in Dryl's solution, sauries were removed 
from the starvation vessels at 1-hour intervals and mixed with India ink 
for 15 minutes to allow time for vacuole formation. The cells were then 
fixed with 2.% gluteraldehyde and scored for the number of black food 
vacuoles present. The mean number of vacuoles formed the first time the 
experiment was attempted provided some very interesting data (Fig. 2, 
Trial 1). .The number of vacuoles fozmed from the India ink particles 
remained very low for the first few hours following 0-hour of starvation 
and then reached a peak at 7 hours of starvation. This peak was followed 
by a decline in vacuole formation at 8 hours of starvation. The increased 
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STARVATION - HOURS 
Figure 2. The results of three independent trials illustrating the 
mean number of India ink vacuoles formed by ci liâtes starved, for periods 
up to 28 hours. Note the number of feeding peaks that fall near a 4-hour 
rhythm beginning with 7 hours of starvation. 
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and decreased feeding activity then followed a rhythmic pattern of 
it-hour intervals with an approximate 2-hour period separating the high 
and low periods of activity. 
To lend support to the initial data the experiment was repeated 
two more times, under the same conditions, with basically the same 
results (Fig. 2, Trials 2 and .3). During the three trials it was noted 
that a considerable number of cells in the culture during the low periods 
of feeding activity were in a state of fission (Fig. l4). Although the 
cells in fission were not counted, they appeared often enough to indicate 
that more dividing cells were present during low periods of feeding 
activity than during high periods of feeding activity. 
The results obtained from the three trials were conçiled for 
statistical analysis of dependability. The compiled data were used to 
determine the range, mode, mean, and standard deviation of the mean for 
each period of starvation (Table l). It is significant to note that none 
of the ranges for standard deviations of the means overlapped when adja­
cent periods of high and low feeding activity, separated by 2-hour inter­
vals, were congared (Fig. 3, bottom graph). The difference between the 
standard deviations of the means indicated a significant difference in 
the number of vacuoles formed even though the means for the nuznber of 
vacuoles formed in the periods of low feeding activity were arithmetically 
very near to the means for the number of vacuoles formed during any given 
period of high feeding activity. 
Statistical analysis supported the relationships suggested by the 
bottom graph on Fig, 3 that the feeding activity of starved cells was 
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Table 1, The standard deviations of the means, ranges, modes, and 
means of the numbers of vacuoles formed "by starving T_, 
pyriformis 
Hours of 
Starvation Range 
Vacuoles 
Mode 
Formed 
Mean Sx 
1 0 - 0  0 0 0 
2 0 - 7  0 2.1 .387 
3 0 - 5  0 2.6 ,335 
U 0 - 7  0 2.8 .4o4 
5 0 - 6  k 3.1 .33 
6 0 - 8  3 2.8 ,371 
7 0 - 9  5 3.7 .335 
8 0 - 8  2 3.0 .374 
9 0 - 1 0  0 2.6 .456 
10 0 - 8  3 3.2 .379 
11 0 - 1 0  k 4.4 .402 
12 0 - 7  5 3.9 .345 
13 0 - 7  h 3.3 .339 
l4 0 - 9  It 4.1 .395 
15 0 - 8  5 4,2 ,403 
l6 0 - 7  2 3,2 .408 
17 0 - 7  3 3.4 .358 
18 0 — 6 3 2.9 .326 
19 0 - 9  5 4.3 ,385 
20®- 0 - 6  0 2.6 ,521 
21 0 - 8  2 2,7 .391 
22 0 - 9  3 3.3 .332 
23 0 - 6  5 3.8 .31 
2k 0 - 9  h 2.9 ,434 
25®- 0 - 9  2 3.1 .484 
26 0 - 5  3 2.2 .3 
27 0 - 6  3 3,2 
00 CO CVJ 
28 0 - 6  0 2.1 .332 
&Data from 20 observations, two trials. All other data from 30 
observations, three trials. 
2h 
00 
mm 
STARVATION - HOURS 
Figure 3. The relationship between the modes and means of vacuoles 
formed during 15 minutes of feeding following starvation for periods up 
to 28 hours. Lower gr^h illustrates statistical significance of sançles 
showing no overlap between the standard deviations of the means at peak 
periods and those at low periods of vacuole formation. 
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cyclic. When analyses between means of consecutive periods of starva­
tion were conducted, most of the intervals showed no statistical 
difference (Table 2), When comparisons were made between means from 
samples observed at the high and low levels of feeding activity, most 
comparisons demonstrated a significant difference (Table 3). 
The tabulated information in Table 1 illustrated a statistical 
relationship between the mode and mean of the number of vacuoles 
observed during any given period of starvation. When the mean for the 
number of vacuoles formed was hi^ at certain hours of starvation (i.e., 
7, 15» and 23 hours), the mode for the vacuoles formed was also quite 
high. There was also a correlation between low modes and means for the 
vacuoles formed (i.e., 9» 20, and 28 hours of starvation). The correla­
tion between the mode and mean for any given period of starvation was 
more apparent when observed on one graphic illustration (Fig. 3, top 
and bottom). 
The modes and means for the vacuoles formed were analyzed statis­
tically, Linear regression and the coefficient of correlation were 
determined to compare the mean number of vacuoles formed at each sample 
period during starvation with the mode for the vacuoles formed during 
that same period. The line of linear regression, along with a 95% con­
fidence interval for the line, is shown in Fig, 4. All of the sample 
comparisons except one fell within the 95% confidence interval. The one 
point not falling within the above range was the sançle of cells taken at 
1 hour of starvation at which time India ink vacuoles were never formed. 
Hhis was, nevertheless, a valid sangle as it occurred in each trial and 
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Table 2. A comparison, between, the mean numbers of food vacuoles 
formed at successive 1-hour intervals of starvation 
Hours of 
Starvation value P< 
Compared 
1:2 5.418 .001 
2:3 .975 .40® 
3:h .382 .50® 
h:5 .576 .50® 
5:6 .603 .50* 
6:7 1.800 .10* 
7:8 1.393 .20* 
8:9 .680 .50* 
9:10 1.014 .40® 
10:11 2.172 .05 
11:12 .945 .40® 
12:13 1.236 .40® 
13:14 1.536 .20® 
l4:15 .018 ,50® 
15:16 1.740 .10® 
16:17 .368 .50* 
17:18 .990 .40® 
18:19 2.660 .010 
19:20 2.669 .010 
20 ;21 • .156 .60® 
21:22 1.170 .40® 
22:23 1.100 .40® 
23:2k 1.692 .10® 
24:25 .302 .50® 
25:26 1,665 .20® 
26:27 2.40 .025 
27:28 2.508 .025 
®No significant statistical difference between means. 
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Table 3. A comparison, between the mean numbers of food vacuoles 
formed at high and low periods of feeding activity 
Hours of 
Starvation 
Compared 
t^value P< 
3:7 2,332 .025 
5:7 1.278 a 
7:9 I.9U7 .06% 
9:11 2.950 .005 
11:13 2.090 .05 
13:15 1.710 .10 
15:17 1.1+80 _ _ a  
15:18 2,405 .025 
17:19 1,710 a 
18:19 2.660 .025 
19:21 2,912 .010 
21:23 2.200 .050 
23:25 1,281 _ _ a  
23:26 3.712 .001 
25:27 .189 _ _ a  
26:27 2.I1OO .025 
%o significant statistical difference between means, 
^Significant statistical difference between means at 9W confidence 
level. All other figures shown are significant at, or above, 95^ 
confidence level. 
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MODE - THREE TRIAIS 
Figure 4. Graph of linear regression illustrating significant cor­
relation between the means and modes from Table 1. Shaded area represents 
95^ confidence interval. Coefficient of correlation equals 0.729. 
could not "be discarded. The coefficient of correlation between the modes 
and means was 0.729» a value well above the point of question for bio­
logical materials. 
Penetration of the Food Vacuole by Neutral Red Granules 
Following the observation that the highest level of food vacuole 
formation occurred at 11 hours of starvation, an experiment was designed 
to study the relationship between neutral red granules and food vacuoles. 
Cultures starved in Diyl's solution for 10 hours and completely void of 
any food vacuoles were stained with neutral red. The granules which 
stained red were normally located in the posterior portion of the cells 
(Figs. 6, 10, and 12). Two types of granules stained with neutral red, 
those which stained around the periphery and those which stained as 
solid red spheres (Figs. 6, 15, and 17). When the stained cells lacking 
food vacuoles were then reintroduced into proteose peptone medium 1 hour 
after staining they immediately formed numerous clear proteose peptone 
vacuoles. The vacuoles were quickly surrounded and, in less than 25 
minutes, penetrated by most of the neutral red granules (Figs. 7, 13, 
and 15). Both types of stained granules entered the food vacuoles. 
Cells starved for l8 hours did not have neutral red granules dis­
persed in the posterior portion of the cytoplasm but rather had them 
evenly distributed throughout the cytoplasm in the peripheral area just 
under the cell membrane (Figs. 17 and l8). 
Since most of the cells used for this work were starved for 10 1/2 
to 11 hours, cells treated for this period of time were selected for the 
cytochemical localization of acid phosphatase activity. Cells starved 
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for 10 1/2 to 11 hours showed a definite positive reaction for acid 
phosphatase in the posterior region of the cells (Fig. 11). Ho acid 
phosphatase activity was observed anterior to the area of the micro-
nucleus and macronucleus. The positive reaction for acid phosphatase 
occurred in the same region in which neutral red granules appeared in the 
control cells (Figs. 10 and 12). 
Fine Structure of Neutral Red Granules 
Cells of T. "pyriformis starved 10 1/2 hours were selected for 
detailed study of fine structure for a number of reasons. The initial 
work of this paper demonstrated that in less than ^ hours starving cells 
void theiTselves of the food vacuoles formed prior to the onset of starve^ 
tion. Biochemical analyses of starving pyriformis "by Levy and Elliott 
(1968) demonstrated that most of the stored lipids, carbohydrates, and 
proteins were depleted by 8 to 9 hours of starvation. The portion of 
this study devoted to food vacuole formation indicated that starving cells 
most actively form food vacuoles at 11 hours of starvation. It was appar­
ent that, if the cells were starved for 10 to 10 1/2 hours "before obserr-
vation with the electron microscope, they would probably be in the process 
of switching from the use of normal stored products for self-maintenance 
to sane other intracellular mechanism necessary for survival under condi­
tions of starvation. 
Very interesting fine structural detail was observed when cells of 
T. pyriformis were starved for 10 to 10 1/2 hours. Large fields of rough 
endoplasmic reticulum were commonly observed in the perinuclear region 
(Figs. 19, 20, 21, and 22). These fields were commonly seen enclosing, 
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or adjacent to, mitochondria. Vesicles commonly gave the appearance of 
coming from the rough endoplasmic reticulum (Figs. 21 and 22), 
Other organelles appeared with nearly the same frequency as the 
fields of rough endoplasmic reticulum. These were dense membrane bound 
"bodies containing material similar to, hut often more concentrated thetn, 
the ground cytoplasm. The bodies containing concentrated cytoplasm were 
often seen near the fields of rough endoplasmic reticulum, but more 
commonly in a close spatial relationship to a mitochondrion (Figs, 23, 
24, 25, and 30), 
Mitochondria in 10 1/2 hour starved cells were primarily located in 
two areas of the cytoplasm; posterior to the macrcnucleus (Fig, 1+2), 
or underlying the region of the cell membrane (Fig, 26), Mitochondria 
with a normal appearance were quite common in the cells, but various 
stages of degenerating mitochondria were also apparent, A series of 
stages of mitochondrial degradation was observed. The mitochondria 
engulfed ground cytoplasm containing small pieces of rough endoplasmic 
reticulum (Figs, 27 and 28) or engulfed the vesicles, described earlier, 
which had previously engulfed material similar to the ground cytoplasm 
(Figs. 29, 30, 31, 32, and 33), Occasionally, mitochondria were observed 
that contained not only ground cytoplasm and membrane bound structures 
containing cytoplasm (Fig. 35), but pieces of material that were obvi­
ously canalicular-type rough endoplasmic reticulum (Fig.  36).  
Mitochondria in extreme stages of degradation were observed (Figs. 
3T, 38, 391 and Uo) and some of them were enclosed in membranes with 
obvious cytoplasmic material (Fig. Uo). Occasionally a mitochondrion 
was seen containing another mitochondrion, the latter being in a later 
stage of degradation than the mitochondrion in which it was enclosed 
(Fig. Ul). 
When 2» pyrifoimis were starved for 10 1/2 hours, fixed with OsO^ 
and observed with the electron microscope, only one group of organelles 
had the same size range, posterior location, and appeared with the same 
frequency as the solid neutral red granules in living T. pyriformis. 
The organelles that correlated with the solid neutral red granules had 
the appearance of degenerating mitochondria. At low magnification the 
structures were very dense since they were very osmqphilic (Fig. 42). 
At high magnification it was possible to resolve some structural detail 
within the organelles (Fig. but the true nature of the organelles 
was not revealed until the negative images obtained with the electron 
microscope were printed on positive photographic paper. The true identity 
of the structures was not detected during the early stages of this 
investigation since normal exposure and development of the positive 
photographic paper produced dsnse black bodies which appeared to be solid 
amorphous masses (Fig. U9). When the technique of overexposing and under-
developing the positive photographic paper was applied, the exact nature 
of the organelles became apparent (Figs. 37, 38, 39, and 46). The 
degenerating mitochondria appeared dense, round, and slightly smaller in 
size than the normal mitochondria. How the method of printing altered the 
appearance of the organelles is apparent on Figs, U6, 47, 48, and 49. All 
of the prints were made from the same negative on the same positive 
photographic paper; the only variation was in the time of exposure and 
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length of development of the paper. 
The concentration of neutral red used in all of the experiments had 
no visible detrimental effect on the protozoa when they were observed 
alive or when they were fixed and observed with the electron microscope. 
Cultures stained with the vital stain remained in good condition up to 
7 days and all patterns of feeding, reproduction, and locomotion 
appeared normal. The cells stained with neutral red prior to fixation 
for electron microscope observations (Figs. 20, 22, 23, 24, 30, 33, 38, 
4o, and Ul) showed no apparent difference, at the fine structure level, 
from the unstained controls (Figs. 19, 21, 25, 26, 29, 30, 31, 32, 3^, 
35, 36, 37, and 39). 
Two organelles were observed at the electron microscope level that 
had a strong affinity for OsO^. The bodies containing concentrated 
cytoplasm (Figs. 23, 24, 25, and 30) were enclosed by what appeared to 
be a menibrane which was strongly osmophilic. The other organelles, 
demonstrating a strong affinity for OsO^, were the degenerating mito­
chondria (Figs. 37, 38, 39, 40, 4l, 42, 43, 44, and 45). Both of these 
organelles correlated with the size and distribution of the neutral red 
granules observed in living cells. 
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DISCUSSION 
This study was made to relate the neutral red granules observed 
in the cytoplasm of pyriformis to the mechanisms of intracellular 
digestion. The fine structure of the neutral red granules was observed 
with the electron microscope. To study the relationship of the neutral 
red granules to intracellular digestion however, it first became 
necessary to study the feeding patterns of pyriformis. The initial 
attempt to study feeding patterns was to observe numerous cells taken, 
during their late log growth phase, from proteose peptone medium. This 
procedure proved unsuitable for the study of neutral red granules and 
their relationship to food vacuoles since all of the cells were filled 
with food vacuoles upon removal from the culture medium. When these cells 
were stained with neutral red it was impossible to determine whether the 
neutral red granules were surrounding freshly formed vacuoles or vacuoles 
nearly ready for egestion. A procedure was developed in -which the pro­
tozoa were placed in sterile Diyl's solution and allowed to digest and 
egest all of the vacuoles within their cytoplasm. This method of obtain­
ing cells free of vacuoles was used throughout the remainder of the study. 
The geotropic behavior of Tetrahymena was utilized in the experimental 
plans to obtain conçletely starved animals, since the active cells could 
be easily removed from the vessels at desired intervals without mixing 
them with injured cells or cell particulate matter from the bottom of the 
containers. The physical separation between the active ciliates and the 
injured and dead cells insured that the active cells remained in a true 
state of starvation. Without this procedure, true starvation was more 
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difficult to obtain than originally anticipated because active 2» 
pyriformis became cannibalistic and formed food vacuoles from cytoplasm 
or particulate matter of injured cells. 
After a procedure to obtain large numbers of active starved ciliates 
was developed, the starved cells were stained with neutral red and the 
method by which neutral red enters a cell was investigated. The method 
by which neutral red enters a cell is still open to question but this 
study illustrates conclusively that it does not enter the cells through 
the oral apparatus. Hie large number of dividing cells observed during 
periods of low feeding activity served as an aid in studying the method 
of entry of neutral red into the cells. Samples stained with neutral red, 
observed, and photographed during periods of low feeding activity con­
tained numerous cells in fission and they stained as readily with neutral 
red as non-dividing stages. Since the oral parts of pyriformis degen­
erate during fission and do not regenerate until late in the process, it 
is apparent that dividing cells stained during the early stages of division 
must incorporate the neutral red by some method other than through the 
oral apparatus. The entrance of neutral red into the cells by some 
mechanisms other than the oral apparatus is in direct disagreement with 
the suggestion of Koehring (1930). However, because the entire "cana­
licular" theory upon which Koehring based her work has been refuted, the 
dividing forms that stained with neutral red in this work should be 
accepted as evidence that neutral red does indeed enter the cells along 
some pathway other than the oral apparatus. This would also agree with 
the work of Hall (1929) who found that neutral red entered P. trichaphorum. 
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an autotroph with no oral apparatus. 
The presence of neutral red granules in "both well fed cells and 
cells starved for 12 to 18 hours indicates that neutral red does not 
stain food storage compounds such as carbohydrates or lipids. This 
conclusion agrees with the biochemical analyses of Levy and Elliott 
(1968) in which food storage compounds were depleted by approximately 
9 hours of starvation. 
The fact that the distribution of neutral red granules in feeding 
cells correlates with the localization of acid phosphatase activity also 
indicates that the granules stained by neutral red are not stored reserves 
but, rather, are particles related in some way to enzyme activity. This 
suggestion is not new since numerous investigators have suggested that 
neutral red granules actually represent bodies of hydrolytic enzymes, and 
the close association of neutral red granules to the food vacuole logi­
cally suggests their function to be that of producing digestion within 
the vacuole. It is highly possible that some of the neutral red granules 
observed in protozoa are actually the "lysosomes" of deDuve and Wattiaux 
(1966). 
To study the relationships of neutral red granules to food vacuoles, 
the cells were starved to void them of any old food vacuoles; they were 
then stained with neutral red followed by feeding with proteose peptone 
medium. The expected, immediate formation of a large number of new 
vacuoles, did not always occur and in fact was non-predictable in the 
pilot studies. True knowledge of the feeding patterns involved in starv­
ing 2» pyriformis was not gained until an experiment was designed to 
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determine when this organism actually forms food vacuoles. When samples 
of the starving cells were fed every hour with India ink, the ^4—hour 
cyclic feeding pattern became apparent. The feeding pattern is obvi­
ously related to the patterns of cell fission within the starving popu­
lation. As stated previously, Tetrahymena has no oral apparatus during 
fission since the apparatus degenerates early in the process and does 
not appear as a functional structure until near the end of fission. 
Since the tençerature and medium used in this work was conducive to cell 
division eveiy k hours, it is not surprising that the feeding pattern 
followed a l^-hour cycle. When the cells of the population are actively 
forming food vacuoles they are not in a state of fission and, conversely, 
when they are in fission they are not able to form food vacuoles. Syn­
chronized cell division in pyriformis is not new since it has been 
produced by various methods employed by Browning, Brittain, and 
Bergendahl (1952), Scherbaum and Zeuthen (195U), Corbett (196U), Wille 
and Ehret (1968), and Cameron and Jeter (1970). However, synchronized 
vacuole formation of a population has not previously been demonstrated in 
Tetrahymena. The synchronous vacuole formation is probably an indirect 
result of the centrifugation process used to remove the cells from the 
proteose peptone medium just prior to starvation. Corbett (1964) demon­
strated that cultures could be partially synchronized in their division 
by the process of centrifugation. Cells in fission, are retained in the 
pellet formed in the conical tip of the centrifuge tube while non-dividing 
stages can be decanted and lost with the supernatant. The removal of 
specific stages of division from the culture leaves a partially 
synchronized culture entering the starvation process. The cells were 
full of proteose peptone vacuoles and stored chemical reserves and, for 
the first 5 to 6 hours following removal from the growth medium, they did 
not feed actively when offered India ink as "food." As old food vacuoles 
were gradually utilized, which took sli#it]y over 4 hours, the India ink 
was more actively incorporated into new food vacuoles. The synchronized 
feeding behavior of the cells became more apparent after food vacuole 
formation reached a peak at 7 hours of starvation. 
When the last set of experiments on the relationship between neutral 
red granules and food vacuoles was designed, all of the information known 
about the nutrition and feeding behavior of T. pyrlformis was incor­
porated into one experiment. Pilot studies in this work had previously 
shown that the old vacuoles in starving cells were eliminated by approxi­
mately U hours of starvation. Levy and Elliott (1968) had shown that 
most of the stored chemical reserves are utilized by 9 hours of starva­
tion, and detailed s angling and feeding in the present study indicated a 
high level of feeding activity at 11 hours of starvation. It was apparent 
that cells starved 10 1/2 to 11 hours would have no food vacuoles 
remaining from the original proteose peptone culture medium, would be 
completely lacking in stored chemical reserves, and would rapidly form 
food vacuoles. It was desirable to have large numbers of cells in this 
condition so the cells were cultured, starved, and stained with neutral 
red in quantity. The centrifuge method of staining ençloyed in this 
study is completely different than the methods used by previous workers. 
Hopkins (1938) stained cells for his work by adding neutral red directly 
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to the growth medium at concentrations of one part or less of neutral 
red to 60,000 parts of medium. Hall (l93l) added a drop of culture 
medium containing cells to a slide which had heen previously coated with 
a neutral red solution and allowed to air dry. He also used the method 
of Hopkins and added neutral red directly to the culture medium. Pro­
cedures similar to those used by Hall were employed by Koehring (1930) 
and Dunihue (l93l). Rosenbaum and Wittner (1962) used a modification of 
Hall's slide techniq,ue by applying the cells to a slide along with a 
drop of 0,925% neutral red dissolved in absolute ethyl alcohol» They 
also obtained results by adding one drop of 0.025/? aq^ueous solution to 
10 ml of medium containing living organisms. The vital staining methods 
employed by previous workers had one of two apparent disadvantages. Using 
slides coated with a dry fillm of neutral red provides a veiy small sample 
of stained cells. The other freq.uently used method, that of staining 
cells directly in the culture medium without removing the excess stain, 
makes it very difficult to ascertain whether new food vacuoles obtain 
their red color indirectly by coalescing with neutral red granules or 
directly from the neutral red stain in the surrounding medium. Staining 
ciliates for this study by employing the centrifuge method not only pro­
vided very consistent and dependable results but also had the advantage 
of providing a large number of stained cells. The centrifuge method of 
staining cells is quite simple and the stained cells e:diibit no apparent 
inçainnent from the process. 
Large numbers of cells uniformly containing neutral red granules and 
con^letely lacking food vacuoles were a msijor tool in this study. Cells 
in this condition removed from the vessels in Vhich they were starved 
were observed and photographed, and the distribution of neutral red 
granules was deteimined. The cells were then mixed with fresh proteose 
peptone and constantly observed with the light microscope. Neutral red 
granules were observed to surround the new proteose peptone vacuoles and 
actually penetrate them within a very short time. This observation 
clearly re-enforces the suggestion stated previously that neutral red 
granules represent dynamic organelles related to intracellular digestion. 
The penetration of food vacuoles by neutral red granules observed 
in this work agrees with similar observations by Kirenstein (1905)» 
Rees (1922), Fortner (1926), MOller (1932), and MacLennon (19H1). Some 
of the past disagreement over whether or not the neutral red granules 
penetrate the food vacuole no doubt arose because of the type of food 
used in the formation of food vacuoles. Prior to the period of axenic 
cultures and chemically defined media, it was standard procedure to feed 
protozoa other protozoa, yeast, or bacteria. The organic food sources 
used by early investigators studying neutral red probably led to much 
confusion because some of the organisms used for food themselves stained 
with neutral red. Apparently some early workers suggested the food 
vacuoles were red due to the penetration of neutral red granules; other 
workers attributed the red color of the vacuoles to the direct staining 
of the organism used for food and concluded that vacuole color was in 
no way related to the penetration of the vacuoles by the neutral red 
granules from the cytoplasm. 
Another problem in interpretation was probably encountered by some 
of the early workers who used inert materials for "food." Rosenbaum and 
Wittner (1962) suggest that Paramecium will form food vacuoles upon 
ingesting digestible as well as non-digestible particles but that some 
degree of selectivity was observed in the intracellular response to the 
two types of vacuoles. In their work the organisms forming food vacuoles 
on China black retained the same distribution of neutral red granules as 
did the starved cells. Thus, no neutral red granules were observed to 
penetrate the vacuoles of China black. The variation in types of "food" 
used probably accounts for some of the early reports of penetration and 
non-penetration of food vacuoles by neutral red granules. 
The use of Tetrahymena and proteose peptone in the present study 
helped surmount the obstacles which confronted all of the previous 
workers attempting to determine whether neutral red granules actually 
penetrate food vacuoles. Tetrahymena cultured, starved, and stained 
with neutral red under axenic conditions could be observed forming 
vacuoles "vdien mixed with proteose peptone. The freshly formed proteose 
peptone vacuoles were not only composed of digestible material, but they 
were large and clear since they had not previously been exposed to neutral 
red stain. As the neutral red granules migrated to the periphery of the 
newly formed food vacuoles they could be easily observed with the light 
microscope, and within less than 10 minutes some of the neutral red 
granules appeared within the food vacuoles. The position of the neutral 
red granules could be accurately determined by carefully focusing the 
high-power objective. The neutral red granules were demonstrably within 
the limits of a food vacuole when the periphery of the larger food vacuole 
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and the periphery of the smaller neutral red granule located within the 
food vacuole were both clearly seen in the same plane of focus (Fig, T). 
Some observations were made in this work to characterize the nature 
of the neutral red granules. It was in^jossible to demonstrate conclu­
sively that neutral red granules possess enzyme activity, because with 
the Gomori technique, it was not possible to preserve neutral red while 
at the same time retaining acid phosphatase activity. The reverse was 
also true; since neutral red is a vital dye it could not be applied to 
dead organisms stained first for acid phosphatase activity. The locali­
zation of the acid phosphatase activity did, however, parallel the distri­
bution of neutral red granules. The bodies containing concentrated 
cytoplasm and the degenerating mitochondria observed in this study 
correlate with structures observed by numerous previous workers such as 
Elliott (1965)* Elliott and Bak (196U), Elliott and demons (1966), and 
Levy and Elliott (1966) which are positive for acid phosphatase activity. 
Another cytochemical procedure ençloyed in this study suggests that 
the bodies containing concentrated cytoplasm and degenerating mitochondria 
observed with the electron microscope are the equivalent of the neutral 
red granules observed at the light microscope level. Bie history of the 
second procedure employed is not only of value, but also of historical 
interest. The major conflict over neutral red granules in protozoa 
was debated in the literature throughout most of the 1920's and 1930's. 
The major interest in the question was then dropped in the late 1930's 
apparently for lack of a suitable method to obtain a definite answer to 
the problem. One significant paper by Mast appeared in 19^7, and the 
more recent work of Rosenbaum and Wittner (19^2) attempted to correlate 
the neutral red granules with a definite enzyme group. However, no 
investigators have attempted to describe the morphology of the neutral 
red granules. 
A fixation technique employed by many early workers was put to 
significant use in this work. In the past, workers studying neutral red 
commonly fixed cells with OsO^ vapors while observing the cells through 
a light microscope. All of the early reports agree that the neutral red 
granules in protozoa are osmophilic and turn deep black when exposed to 
OsO^^ vapors. This concept was well established prior to the advent of 
the electron microscope. Since OsO^ is one of the major fixatives used 
in preparing material for the electron microscope, it follows that some 
old staining techniques applied to a new research instrument could help 
solve an old problem. Cells stained with neutral red and fixed with 
nothing other than OsO^ consistently showed only two organelles that 
were highly osmophilic, the bodies containing concentrated cytoplasm and 
the degenerating mitochondria. These organelles correspond in size and 
distribution to the neutral red granules observed in living cells with 
the light microscope. The fact that two types of organelles falling in 
the same size range were hi^ly osmophilic suggests that these organelles 
correspond to the two types of neutral red granules observed in living 
cells. The solid dense neutral red granules in living cells correlate 
in size and distribution with the degenerating mitochondria; the neutral 
red granules that appear the most red around the periphery of the granule 
correlate with the bodies containing concentra,ted cytoplasm that have a 
hi^ly osmophilic limiting membrane. The results obtained in this study 
indicated that staining with neutral red prior to fixing the cells with 
OsOij^ did not make the organelles more osmophilic. Controls not stained 
with neutral red contained hi^ly osmophilic organelles as did the cells 
stained first with neutral red. It is evident that the characteristic 
of the granules that makes them hi^ly osmophilic is probably the same 
characteristic that binds neutral red stain in the living cells. The 
neutral red granules that blackened when exposed to OsO^ vapors by early 
workers would have darkened without prior staining with neutral red. 
The electron microscope observations in this study indicate that 
normal mitochondria actively engulf pieces of rough endoplasmic reticulum 
directly from the ground cytoplasm or indirectly by engulfing bodies 
containing concentrated cytoplasm, the lysosomes of Elliott (1965), which 
already have pieces of rou^ endoplasmic reticulum within their limiting 
membranes. Either of these two processes provide a method by which normal 
mitochondria could obtain the hydrolytic enzymes necessary for the forma­
tion of initial autophagic vacuoles. Elliott and Bak (1964) observed 
mitochondria similar to two of the stages observed in this stu<^ and 
shown in Plates VII and VIII. They suggested that some of their electron-
micrographs illustrated "donut shaped" mitochondria with ground cytoplasm 
both inside and outside the circular mitochondria. Since Elliott and 
Bak observed only a small number of these unusual organelles in aging 
cultures, they did not conclude that the mitochondria were actively 
engulfing cytoplasm as demonstrated in this study (Figs. 29, 30, 31, and 
32). Although the culture conditions are quite different, it is 
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interesting that not only circular mitochondria but also the degenerating 
mitochondria were observed in both studies when the cells were under 
conditions of cellular stress. The individual degenerating mitochondria 
probably coalesce to form the membrane bound aggregates of several mito­
chondria observed by Levy and Elliott (1968). Their work demonstrated 
acid phosphatase activity within the membrane bound aggregates, and 
their results essentially agree with the observations of this study. The 
hydro3ytic enzymes are retained within the starving cells by coalescence 
of degenerating organelles with normal organelles (Fig. Ul). The con­
tinued coalescences and digestion of these organelles could lead to the 
accumulation of residual bodies observed by several workers. Residual 
bodies are highly osmophilic membrane packed structures observed in both 
metazoan and protozoan cells. In their recent review article deDuve and 
Wattiaux (1966) suggest that residual bodies are depositories for 
undigestible membranes. 
Some of the degenerating mitochondria in Tetrahymena were located 
in the periphery of the cell following starvation, and their location 
correlates with the peripheral distribution of neutral red granules in 
Tetrahymena starved for I8 hours. These results in Tetrahymena are 
similar to those obtained by Rosenbaum and Wittner (I962) and possibly 
account for the peripheral distribution of the neutral red granules 
they observed in Paramecium starved for 2k hours. 
The electron microscope observations in this study provide some 
clues to the answer of another controversial question appearing in some 
of the early literature on neutral red granules. Dunihue (1931) and 
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Hall {1931) agreed that neutral red and Janus green. B werè specific 
for two different organelles in the cytoplasm, of protozoa. Hopkins 
(1938) observed bodies, each of which seemed to be divided into two areas, 
with one area positive for neutral red stain and the other for Janus 
green B. The early stages of mitochondrial degeneration observed in 
the present investigation would account for the earlier reports by 
investigators. At a very critical time the normal portion of the degen­
erating mitochondrion would probably stain with Janus green B while the 
membrane of the body containing concentrated cytoplasm would stain with 
neutral red. The identity of a structure staining in this manner could 
not be resolved at the level of the light microscope. 
The true nature of the degenerating mitochondria remained unclear 
during the early stages of this investigation. When positive electron-
micrographs are printed the mitochondria and ground cytoplasm are 
commonly used as criteria for determining the quality of fixation of the 
biological material and contrast or tone of the prints. The true nature 
of the hi^ly osmophilic degenerating mitochondria was not detected until 
the criteria normally used for printing positive electronmicrographs 
were disregarded. The method employed in this study was to overexpose 
and underdevelop the positive paper used for making ele ctronmi crographs. 
This technique, although causing the mitochondria and ground cytoplasm to 
appear very unclear, made the true nature of the highly osmophilic 
granules more apparent (Figs, 46, UT, lt8, and ii9). 
The schematic drawing (Fig. 5) is a composite of several investiga­
tions illustrating the stages of mitochondrial degeneration and possible 
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Figure 5. Schematic illustration of the relationship between mito­
chondria and cytoplasm containing bodies. This is a composite from the 
works of several authors. Stages C, E, and F are reported in detail for 
the first time in this study. Stages C, E, F, and H correspond to fig­
ures on Plates VI, X, IX, and III, respectively. 
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site of production for the "bodies containing concentrated cytoplasm. 
Stages designated as A and B on the schematic drawing have been sug­
gested by the work of Levy and Elliott (1968) and Elliott and demons 
(1966). Stage A represents a lysosome fusing with a forming food 
vacuole, and stage B illustrates a lysosome fusing with pinocytic 
vesicles. A stage not illustrated on the drawing was observed and mis-
intei^reted by Elliott and Bak (1961*), but it was clearly demonstrated 
in this study to be a mitochondrion engulfing cytoplasm (Figs. 27, 28, 
29, 30, 31, and 32). The stage designated as G- on the illustration has 
been demonstrated by Elliott, Travis, and Work (I966). Stage G 
represents several degenerating mitochondria inside one autophagic 
vacuole, Tlie site designated as H has been observed by Levy, Gollon, 
and Elliott (1969) and in this study (Fig. 22); it is the area where 
bodies containing concentrated cytoplasm are commonly seen pinching 
off from fields of rough endoplasmic reticulum. Stages C, E, and F have 
not been described in detail prior to this study and correspond to the 
figures on Plates V, VI, X, and IX. Stage D was observed by Elliott 
and Bak (1964) and was commonly seen in material used for this inves­
tigation. Stage D represents the dense degenerating mitochondria. The 
entire schematic composite presents a modification of the proposed 
mechanism of intracellular digestion in animal cells suggested by 
deDuve and Wattiaux (I966). 
Elliott and demons (1966) suggested a mechanism of intracellular 
digestion for T. pyrifoimis. but they presented very little evidence 
demonstrating a mechanism for the acquisition of l^rdrolytic enzymes 
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by mitochondria destined to become autophagic vacuoles. Levy and 
Elliott (1968) presented more electronmicrographs depicting autophagic 
vacuoles containing degenerating mitochondria but stated "how the 
enzyme enters the vacuole or how the vacuole is formed remain unknown," 
ïhe electronmicrographs obtained in this study definitely suggest a 
route by which hydrolytic enzymes could enter the mitochondria. 
The stages of mitochondrial degradation observed in this study were 
probably overlooked by other workers due to the length of time the cells 
were starved prior to fixation for observation with the electron micro­
scope, All electronmicrographs in publications prior to this study 
depict organelles from cells starved much less than 10 hours, or longer 
than 12 hours. Failure of most research workers to observe Tetrahymena 
at 10 to 12 hours of starvation is the probable reason that only stages 
A, B, D, G, and site H of Fig, 5 have been observed in detail prior to 
this study; they all occur before 10 hours or after 12 hours of starva­
tion. As mentioned earlier, the period of 10 to 11 hours of starvation 
is very significant in cultures of T_. pyriformis because at this time 
they no longer contain any stored reserves and must change to another 
form of intracellular digestion. The alteration in feeding behavior 
observed originally at the light microscope level thus suggested a 
change in intracellular digestion and indications of the change were 
actually visible at the fine structural level in T" "Pyriformis. 
Neutral red granules have been described in several different 
protozoa by Kitching (1956), but it is of interest to consider some of 
the other situations where enzyme activity has been correlated with 
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neutral red granules in other kinds of cells. Ogawa, Mizuro, and 
Okamoto (1961) demonstrated the correlation of acid phosphatase activity 
with neutral red granules in neural cells grown in culture. Lacy and 
Chalice (195T) related what they called neutral red bodies to the 
topographical location of the Golgi apparatus in vertebrate cells. 
Although the mechanisms involved in the staining of neutral red granules 
have never been definitely established, information is beginning to 
accumulate from several areas of research on neutral red granules which 
seems to support the term "Fermentrager" suggested by Prowazek over 
TO years ago. 
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SUMMARY 
1. T. pyriformis has an inherent feeding rhythm which is directly 
related to a division rhythm. 
2. pyriformis changes from the mechanism used for the digestion 
of stored foods to a mechanism for digesting cytoplasmic organelles at 
approximately 10 hours of starvation at 25 C. A correlation between 
the change in feeding patterns and a change in morphology of several 
cell organelles is evident at the same period of starvation. 
3. The moiphology of the degenerating organelles in starving 
T. pyriformis is most apparent when the electron microscope negatives 
are used to produce underdeveloped positive prints, 
U. The location of neutral red granules in pyriformis is 
variable and depends upon the nutritive state of the organism. In 
cells actively forming food vacuoles or starved a short time, most of 
the granules are located in the posterior portion of the cells. In 
cells starved for over 12 hours, vitally stained granules are distrib­
uted throu^out the periphery of the cell. 
5. Actively feeding organisms show an accumulation of neutral red 
granules around the forming food vacuoles. The neutral red granules 
enter the food vacuoles. 
6, Two types of organelles apparent with the electron microscope 
are highly osmophilic and agree in size and distribution with neutral 
red granules. The bodies containing concentrated cytoplasm and degen­
erating mitochondria are both hi^ly osmophilic, a characteristic of 
neutral red granules long recognized by individuals experimenting with 
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neutral red. 
7. Neutral red does not enter the organisms through the oral 
apparatus. Cells having no oral apparatus during fission stain as well 
with neutral red as do actively feeding stages. 
8. Neutral red does not stain food reserves such as carbohydrates 
or lipids in pyriformis because most of the organisms observed in this 
study had depleted their stored food reserves prior to staining, 
9. The distribution of acid phosphatase activity within the organisms 
correlates with the distribution of neutral red granules. This agrees 
with numerous other reports that neutral red stains organelles containing 
hydrolytic enzymes. 
10. The distribution, behavior, and morphology of the neutral red 
granules in T. pyriformis suggests that these cytoplasmic conçonents play 
a significant role in the digestion of food vacuoles as well as digestion 
in autophagic vacuoles. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND LINE SCALES 
RER - Rough endoplasmic reticulum 
M — Mitochondrion 
MN - Macronucleus 
CB - Body containing concentrated cytoplasm 
GC - Ground cytoplasm 
CM - Cell membrane 
SE - Site of entry of CB or GC into M 
EC - Engulfed cytoplasm 
PV - Proteose peptone vacuole 
Figs. 6-9 Line scale equals 20 micrometers. 
Figs, 10-18 Line scale equals 30 micrometers. 
Figs. 19-22 Line scale equals 1.0 micrometer. 
Figs, 23-^9 Line scale equals 0,5 micrometer. 
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PLATES 
PLATE I 
Fig. 6, Living T. pyriformis U hours after it had been removed 
from proteose peptone culture medium and starved in saline solution. 
Stained with neutral red 1 hour prior to the time the photograph was 
taken. Absence of food vacuoles is quite apparent. Distribution of 
neutral red granules in the posterior portion of the cell is typical 
of cells in this condition. 
Fig. T« Living T. pyriformis treated like that in Fig. 6 but 
followed by feeding proteose peptone for 25 minutes. Clear vacuoles 
of proteose peptone are numerous and some quite clearly demonstrate that 
neutral red granules are incoiporated into the vacuoles following 
vacuole formation. 
Fig. 8, T. pyriformis starved 11 hours in saline solution 
followed by a 15-minute exposure to an India ink suspension. Cell was 
fixed in 2% glute raldehyde. 
Fig. 9. Cell treated like that in Fig. 8. Five large black 
"food" vacuoles of India ink are quite apparent and easily distinguished 
from the number of vacuoles formed in the cell in Fig. 8. 
® _0 
PLATE II 
Fig. 10. Living ÇÇ» pyrifomis starved 10 hours in saline solution 
followed "by staining with neutral red. Neutral red granules appear very 
black, in color since a green filter was used to enhance contrast. Note 
the posterior location of most of the granules. 
Fig. 11. Living T, pyrifoimis starved 10 hours in saline solution 
followed "by treatment for the localization of acid phosphatase activity. 
Note the location of the reaction product in the posterior portion of the 
cell which corresponds to the distribution of neutral red granules in 
Figs. 10 and 12. 
Fig. 12. Living pyriformis treated like that in Fig. 10 but 
showing a large contractile vacuole in the posterior portion of the cell 
surroimded by neutral red granules. There are no apparent neutral red 
granules inside the contractile vacuole. 
Fig. 13. Living 2» pyriformis starved 10 1/2 hours in saline 
solution followed by staining with neutral red. After the cells were 
stained they were allowed to feed on proteose peptone for 25 minutes. 
Neutral red granules can be seen distributed evenly around the periphery 
of the macronucleus and the edges of the two food vacuoles which also 
show some color from granules which have penetrated the vacuoles. Note 
the absence of neutral red granules around the periphery of the contractile 
vacuole. 
Fig, lU. Living pyriformis treated like that in Fig, 13. This 
dividing stage indicates that neutral red stain is not taken into the 
cell throu^ the oral apparatus since the oral structures degenerate in 
the cells during the early stages of fission.. 
Figs. 15-16. Living T, pyriformis treated like that in Fig. 13 but 
showing a more posterior location of the neutral red granules and food 
vacuoles. 
Fig, 17, Living T, pyriformis starved l8 hours in saline solution 
followed by staining with neutral red. Note the even distribution of 
neutral red granules within the cell indicating the peripheral distribu­
tion of most of the granules. Two types of stainable structures are 
present, those which are completely dense and those showing red stain 
only around the periphery. 
Fig, l8. Living pyriformis treated like that in Fig, 17. Uie 
even distribution of neutral red granules is apparent in this cell with 
the exception of a group of granules just anterior to the contractile 
vacuole. 
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PLATE III 
Figs. I9-U9. Electronmïcrographs from T. TOrriformis starved 
10 1/2 hours and fixed with 1^ OsOj^. 
Fig, 19. Control cell not stained with neutral red. A mitochondrion 
surrounded by rough endoplasmic reticulum. 
Fig, 20, Cell stained with neutral red. A mitochondrion and closely 
related rough endoplasmic reticulum. No apparent difference in ultra-
structure can be noted due to the use of neutral red stain. 
Fig. 21, Control cell not stained with neutral red. The areas of 
rough endoplasmic reticulum are most commonly seen in the cytoplasm 
immediately adjacent to the macronucleus, 
Fig, 22. Cell stained with neutral red. A large field of rough 
endoplasmic reticulum showing a close relationship to three mitochondria 
each, of which has incorporated a body containing concentrated cytoplasm. 
Small pieces of rough endoplasmic reticulum appear to be pinching off and 
becoming part of the ground cytoplasm. 

PLATE IV 
Fig, 23. Cell stained with, neubral red, A "body containing 
concentrated cytoplasm with an. osmophilic membrane (arrow) shown veiy 
close to a mitochondrion in the upper part of the micrograph. The 
texture of the material inside the body containing concentrated cyto­
plasm corresponds to that located, in the ground cytoplasm. Note the 
concentration of endoplasmic reticulum inside the body containing con-
centriited cytoplasm as compared to the gromd cytoplasm. 
Fig. 2h, Similar to Fig, 23 but a more definite concentration 
of endoplasmic reticulum is apparent within the body containing con­
centrated cytoplasm when it is compared to the ground cytoplasm of 
the cell. 
Fig, 25, Control cell not stained with neutral red. There is no 
apparent difference induced in the cells due to the use of neutral red 
stain. The membrane around the body containing concentrated, cytoplasm 
( a r r o w )  i s  o s m o p h i l i c  l i k e  t h o s e  i n  F i g s .  2 3  a n d  2 U ,  
Fig, 26, Control cell not stained with neutral red. Normal 
mitochondria are commonly located against the cell membrane in well 
fed cells or cells in early stages of starvation. 

PLATE V 
Fig. 27. A mitochoQcLrion,, from a series of serial sections, -which, 
appears as a "U" shaped structure and leaves some q.uestion as to 
•whether the area designated SE is the site of entiy for the cytoplasm 
into the mitochondrion or an area located between the two ends of the 
mitochondrion. 
Fig. 28, A section from a series following that in Fig. 27 
illustrating that the cytoplasm actually has a site of entry as 
indicated by the grazing section of the mitochondrion through the area 
that appears conçletely open on. Fig. 27» 

PLATE VI 
Fig. 29. Control cell not stained with neutral red. Mitochondrial 
with a body containing concentrated cytoplasm within the limits of the 
outside mitochondrial membrane (long arrow) which is evident as a continuous 
membrane around both organelles. The inside mitochondrial membrane gives 
rise to some of the ttibulesj (short arrow) within the mitochondrion. The 
body containing concentrated cytoplasm has a limiting membrane entirely 
separate from either of the mitochondrial membranes. Note the concen­
tration of rough endoplasmic reticulum within the body containing 
concentrated cytoplasm as conpared to the ground cytoplasm outside the 
mitochondrion. 
Fig. 30. Cell stained with neutral red. A mitochondrion and three 
bodies containing concentrated cytoplasm. Two of the bodies lay just 
outside %Aile one is partially enclosed within the mitochondrion. 
Fig. 31. Control cell not stained with neutral red. A mitochondrion 
with some rough endoplasmic reticulum just outside the organelle and a 
body containing concentrated cytoplasm enclosed within. The area showing 
an unclear delineation of membranes is probably the site of entry of the 
body containing concentrated cytoplasm. Concentration of endoplasmic 
reticulum within the body is apparent when compared to the ground cyto­
plasm just outside the mitochondrion. 
Fig. 32. Control cell not stained with neutral red. Mitochondrion 
underlying the cell membrane. The usual rough endoplasmic reticulum is 
apparent just outside the mitochcndrion and a body containing concentrated 
cytoplasm is almost entirely enclosed within. A vesicle (arrow) similar 
to those commonly seen in the ground cytoplasm is incorporated within the 
body containing concentrated cytoplasm. 
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PLATE VII 
Fig. 33. ' Cell stained with neutral red, A mitochondrion, with 
a large amovuit of engulfed cytoplasm conçletely enclosed. The endoplasmic 
reticulum within the mit o chon dri cn is more concentrated than outside the 
ground cytoplasm. The organelle is just underlying the cell membrane. 
Fig. Control cell not stained with neutral red, A large 
field of view illustrating the common occurrence of cytoplasm within the 
mitochondria. The membrane at the end of the arrow appears to be 
engulfing rough endoplasmic reticulum to possibly form a body containing 
concentrated cytoplasm. 
Fig, 35, Control cell not stained with neutral red demonstrating 
the possibility that a mitochondrion can actively incoi?orate rovigh 
endoplasmic reticulum by two methods, engulfing rough endoplasmic 
reticulum from the ground cytoplasm or by incorporating bodies which 
already contain the rough endoplasmic reticulum. 
Fig, 36, Control cell not stained with neutral red. Rough 
endoplasmic reticulum is engulfed in several forms as indicated by this 
micrograph. The engulfed cytoplasm in this case ccntedns small pieces 
of rough endoplasmic reticulum as well as canalicular foxns (arrow inside 
organelle), Œhe canalicular form inside the mitochondrion is similar 
to the form indicated by the arrow on the outside of the mitochondricn. 
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PLATE VIII 
Figs, 3T-U0. Control cells not stained with neutral red are shown 
in Figs. 37 and 39, Cells stained with neutral red are shown, in Figs. 38 
and ho. Degenerating mitochondria hecane more dense, round, and slightly 
smaller in size as autodigestion progresses. The outer membranes (arrow) 
fit loosely around the degenerating organelle leaving a halo "between the 
outer membranes ancHSie' more dense contents. Organelles in this stage 
of degeneration are veiy osmophilic conçared to the less osmophilic 
cytoplasm surrounding them. Material having the ^pearance of cytoplasm 
can he seen in the area at the end of the short arrow in Fig. UO. This 
corresponds to the location of similar material in the earlier stage shown 
in Fig. 29. 
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PLATE IX 
Fig. 4l. Cell stained with neutral red. Three different stages 
of autodigestion within mitochondria are apparent. The mitochondria 
at the upper left and lower right of the figure appear to be normal. 
The degenerating form indicated by the short arrow is similar to those 
in Figs. 37-40. The remaining mitochondrion has not only engulfed 
some cytoplasm but contains a degenerating mitochondrion (long arrow). 
Close observation reveals tubular remnants within both degenerating 
organelles marked by arrows. The late stage of degeneration is also 
apparent from the large halo between the degenerating material and 
the outside membranes. 

PLATE X 
Figs. Ii2-li5. Control cell not stained with neutral red» Shows 
increasing magnification of some of the organelles posterior to the 
macronucleus. The same degenerating mitochondricax is indicated by an 
arrow in all of the figures. Fig. illustrates the tendency of the 
degenerating organelles to "be very osmophilic when conçared to the ground 
cytoplasm and other organelles. A proteose peptone vàcuole c^ be 
seen very near to the degenerating structure and appears to contain 
some endoplasmic reticulum. Fig. U5 illustrates that high magnification 
and close observation reveals membranes within the degenerating mito­
chondrion. The compressed membranes become more obvious when printed 
like the microgr^hs in Figs. 37-^. 

PLAIE XI 
Figs. k6-k9. Control cell not stained -with neutral red. A series 
of prints made from one electron microscope negative. The apparent varia­
tion is from the difference in exposure and development of the positive 
photographic paper. Fig. k6 illustrates the texture of the degenerating 
organelle (arrow) is most apparent when the print is underdeveloped. The 
ground cytoplasm and mitochondrion are not clear in either Figs. h6 or 4?. 
The normal method of developing prints to show the detail of the mito­
chondria and ground cytoplasm as shown in Figs. 48 and 49 makes the detail 
in the degenerating structure much less obvious. 

